A2 - REVISION UNITS 3 AND 4
1. Select the correct answer.
1. Margaret is 48. She’s ______________.

☐ old

☐ middle age

2. John is ______________.

☐ good-looking

☐ pretty

3. Sofia has got blonde ______________.

☐ hair

☐ eyes

4. Peter is a bit ______________.

☐ fat

☐ overweight

5. I think Jane is ______________.

☐ average-looking

☐ ugly

6. He is at the hospital for ______________ people.

☐ elderly

☐ old

7. She’s neither too tall nor too short. She’s of normal ______________.

☐ height

☐ medium-height
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2. Put in the correct order.
1. _______________________________?
what

look

she

does

like

2. _______________________________?
old

he

how

is

3. _______________________________?
how

weigh

much

you

do

4. _______________________________?
tall

you

how

are

5. _______________________________?
they

got

blue

have

eyes

6. _______________________________?
she

is

slim

very
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3. Select the correct answer.
1. __________________ smart o casual clothes at college / work?

☐ Do you usually wear
☐ Are you wearing
2. What kind of clothes __________________?

☐ do you wear
☐ are you wearing today
3. __________________ boots, trainers, sandals or shoes today?

☐ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
4. What kind of shoes __________________?

☐ do you normally wear
☐ are you normally wearing
5. __________________ a watch?

☐ Do you usually wear
☐ Are you usually wearing
6. __________________ shocks when the weather’s hot?

☐ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
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7. __________________ perfume or aftershave?

☐ Do you normally wear
☐ Are you normally wearing
8. __________________ any at the moment?

☐ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
9. __________________ glasses?

☐ Do you ever wear
☐ Are you ever wearing
10. __________________ any jewellery today?

☐ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
11. __________________ shorts a lot in the summer?

☐ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
12. __________________ make-up at the moment?

☐ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
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13. __________________ make-up?

☐ Do you normally wear
☐ Are you normally wearing
14. __________________ a hat?

☐ Do you ever wear
☐ Are you ever wearing
4. Select the correct answer.
1. I usually ________wear __ / ___ am wearing
____go

____ make-up when I

/ going____ to work, and when I _____go / am going____

out in the evening of course, but I ____do not wear
wearing____

/

any at the moment because I ____work

am not
/

am

working____ from home today.

2. I'm quite lucky - in my office everyone's quite casual. People normally
____wear

/

are wearing_____ jeans and maybe a shirt or a jumper.

Even the boss ______is not wearing
Today it's really hot so I _____wear

/
/

does not wear_____ a suit.
am wearing_____ shorts and

sandals, and I ___am not wearing / wear____ socks.

3. I ____ _wear
I

___am going

/

am wearing_
/

go_____ to the gym and it's very hot, but I

_____don’t normally wear
________am hating

___ shorts today because

/

/

am not wearing_______ them because I
hate_____ my legs!
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5. Select the correct answer.
1. Tigers ______________ in India.

☐ live
☐ are living

2. Usually I __________ to the office but this week I __________ the
train.

☐ drive

☐ take

☐ ‘m driving

☐ ‘m taking

3. Oh, no! It ______________ again.

☐ rains
☐ ‘s raining

4. No, thank you. I ______________.

☐ don’t smoke
☐ ‘m not smoking
5. - ______________ opera? - Yes, I ______________.

☐ Do you like

☐ do

☐ Are you liking

☐ am

6. – What ______________? - I ______________ to my parents.

☐ Do you do

☐ write

☐ Are you doing

☐ ‘m writing
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7. - Is the tea ready?
- Almost. The water ______________.

☐ boils
☐ ‘s boiling
8. Water ______________ at 0C.

☐ freezes
☐ ‘s freezing
9. We ______________ to the cinema at the weekend.

☐ always go
☐ ‘re always going
10. It ______________ a lot in Scotland.

☐ rains
☐ ‘s raining
11. I ______________ German but not very well.

☐ speak
☐ ‘m speaking
12. Ssh! I ______________ a film.

☐ watch
☐ ‘m watching
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13. I ______________ lunch with my parents.

☐ have
☐ ‘m having
14. Dad can’t come out. He ______________ his homework.

☐ does
☐ ‘s doing
15. Turn off the TV. Nobody ______________.

☐ watches
☐ ‘s watching it
16. ______________ tea or coffee?

☐ Do you want
☐ Are you wanting
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6. Put in the correct order.
1. ___________________________________________.
not

my

washing

hair

I’m

2. ___________________________________________.
is

it

now

snowing

3. ___________________________________________.
am

I

sitting

chair

on

a

4. ___________________________________________.
banana

eating

a

I

am
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CORRECT ANSWERS
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1. Select the correct answer.
1. Margaret is 48. She’s ______________

☐ old

☒ middle age

2. John is ______________.

☒ good-looking

☐ pretty

3. Sofia has got blonde ______________.

☒ hair

☐ eyes

4. Peter is a bit ______________.

☐ fat

☒ overweight

5. I think Jane is ______________.

☒ average-looking

☐ ugly

6. He is at the hospital for ______________ people.

☒ elderly

☐ old

7. She’s neither too tall nor too short. She’s of normal ______________.

☐ height

☒ medium-height
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2. Put in the correct order.
1. _What does she look like____?
what

look

she

does

like

2. _How old is he____________?
old

he

how

is

3. _How much do you weigh___?
how

weigh

much

you

do

4. _How tall are you__________?
tall

you

how

are

5. _Have they got blue eyes____?
they

got

blue

have

eyes

6. _Is she very slim __________?
she

is

slim

very
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3. Select the correct answer.
1. __________________ smart o casual clothes at college / work?

☒ Do you usually wear
☐ Are you wearing
2. What kind of clothes __________________?

☐ do you wear
☒ are you wearing today
3. __________________ boots, trainers, sandals or shoes today?

☐ Do you wear
☒ Are you wearing
4. What kind of shoes __________________?

☒ do you normally wear
☐ are you normally wearing
5. __________________ a watch?

☒ Do you usually wear
☐ Are you usually wearing
6. __________________ shocks when the weather’s hot?

☒ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
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7. __________________ perfume or aftershave?

☒ Do you normally wear
☐ Are you normally wearing
8. __________________ any at the moment?

☐ Do you wear
☒ Are you wearing
9. __________________ glasses?

☒ Do you ever wear
☐ Are you ever wearing
10. __________________ any jewellery today?

☐ Do you wear
☒ Are you wearing
11. __________________ shorts a lot in the summer?

☒ Do you wear
☐ Are you wearing
12. __________________ make-up at the moment?

☐ Do you wear
☒ Are you wearing
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13. __________________ make-up?

☒ Do you normally wear
☐ Are you normally wearing
14. __________________ a hat?

☒ Do you ever wear
☐ Are you ever wearing
4. Select the correct answer.
1. I usually ________wear __ / ___ am wearing
____go

____ make-up when I

/ going____ to work, and when I _____go / am going____

out in the evening of course, but I ____do not wear
wearing____

/

any at the moment because I ____work

am not
/

am

working____ from home today.

2. I'm quite lucky - in my office everyone's quite casual. People normally
____wear

/

are wearing_____ jeans and maybe a shirt or a jumper.

Even the boss ______is not wearing
Today it's really hot so I _____wear

/
/

does not wear_____ a suit.
am wearing_____ shorts and

sandals, and I ___am not wearing / wear____ socks.

3. I ____ _wear
I

___am going

/

am wearing_
/

go_____ to the gym and it's very hot, but I

_____don’t normally wear
________am hating

___ shorts today because

/

/

am not wearing_______ them because I
hate_____ my legs!
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5. Select the correct answer.
1. Tigers ______________ in India.

☒ live
☐ are living

2. Usually I __________ to the office but this week I __________ the
train.

☒ drive

☐ take

☐ ‘m driving

☒ m’ taking

3. Oh, no! It ______________ again.

☒ rains
☐ ‘s raining

4. No, thank you. I ______________.

☒ don’t smoke
☐ ‘m not smoking
5. - ______________ opera? - Yes, I ______________.

☒ Do you like

☒ do

☐ Are you liking

☐ am

6. – What ______________? - I ______________ to my parents.

☐ Do you do

☐ write

☒ Are you doing

☒ ‘m writing
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7. - Is the tea ready?
- Almost. The water ______________.

☐ boils
☒ ‘s boiling
8. Water ______________ at 0C.

☒ freezes
☐ ‘s freezing
9. We ______________ to the cinema at the weekend.

☒ always go
☐ ‘re always going
10. It ______________ a lot in Scotland.

☒ rains
☐ ‘s raining
11. I ______________ German but not very well.

☒ speak
☐ ‘m speaking
12. Ssh! I ______________ a film.

☐ watch
☒ ‘m watching
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13. I ______________ lunch with my parents.

☐ have
☒ ‘m having
14. Dad can’t come out. He ______________ his homework.

☐ does
☒ ‘s doing
15. Turn off the TV. Nobody ______________.

☐ watches
☒ ‘s watching it
16. ______________ tea or coffee?

☒ Do you want
☐ Are you wanting
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6. Put in the correct order.
1. _I’m not washing my hair________________________.
not

my

washing

Hair

I’m

2. _It is snowing now_____________________________.
is

it

Now

snowing

3. _I am sitting on a chair________________________ _.
am

I

sitting

chair

on

a

4. _I am eating a banana___________________________.
banana

eating

a

I

am
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